ANNOUNCEMENT

DATE: November 7, 2012

TO: All Personnel

FROM: Curt Glaser, Human Resources Manager

SUBJECT: Death of Retired Fire Captain Norman Heckeroth, Jr.

Retired Fire Captain Norman Heckeroth, Jr. answered his last alarm on November 2, 2012. He was 91 years old.

Norm served in the Army prior to joining the Department. He began his career with the Fire-Rescue Department in July 1949 as a Fireman 4th Class. Norm advanced through the ranks and was promoted to Captain in July 1966. He retired in July 1977 with 28 years of service to the Department.

Norm’s father, Norman Heckeroth, Sr., also retired as a Captain in 1943, after serving more than 20 years with the Department.

Private services, to include family only, will be held.

Condolences can be sent to:

Heckeroth Family
c/o Mark Heckeroth
PO Box 643
Alpine, CA 91903